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Comment
In his unpublished history of Calvin College the
former Dean, Jacob Ryskamp, describes the college's new building on the corner of Franklin and
Madison. Compare his description to Knollcrest:
The new building, dedicated in 1892, seemed palatial in
comparison with the second floor of the Christian
school [the college's previous home]. Three floors-a
basement, first and second floors-were now available
for use. The basement, in addition to the necessary
boiler room and sanitary facilities for the students,
offered space for a small laboratory and a women's
"waiting room" or lounge; the first floor provided a
faculty room, three spacious classrooms, a library room,
and a men's "waiting room." On the upper floor, in
addition to a large auditorium which could seat 200
comfortably, there were four classrooms. These facilities
seemed ample enough to take care of the school's needs
for many years to come.

College students are usually not in a good position to see their schools change over long periods
of time. A student's exposure to his school is brief
compared to that of faculty members or administrators, and thus he seldom has any sense of how
the character of his institution is continually evolving. If he has opportunity to com pare the present
to the relatively distant past--as represented by the
above excerpt, for example-then changes in the
character of the institution may become more evident.
An exception to the usual imperceptibility of
short-term changes in institutional character was
the dramatic effect of Calvin's move from Franklin
Campus to Knollcrest Campus. Everyone knew
that the changes in the college's ethos would be
sudden and evident, but no one could be sure just
what they would be. Now that the switch is complete and we have had a semester of operation to
get us used to it and to get the bugs out, it might
be a good time to take a look at how Knollcrest
has turned out. How does it compare to what it
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was meant to be? And, since the evolution of a
college does not stop just because the collegE:
moves to another campus, what types of changef
should be made in the future? What kinds of deci·
sions will such improvements require?
When Knollcrest was being planned the collegE:
submitted ten "guiding principles" to the architect 1
principles that reflected the planners' beliefs abou1
the proper character of a Christian Reformed col•
lege. Dean Ryskamp reports that we wanted a
college which would reflect our concern with th€
following ten goals:
1. The integration of all knowledge or the organic one•
ness of knowledge.
2. The correlation and/or integration of the three most
important facets of formal education represented by
such buildings as classrooms and laboratories, chapel
and library. The emphasis should be on the academic-religious orientation rather than on "social"
orientation.
3. Faculty solidarity and faculty oneness. The community-of-scholars concept should be favored, both in
its academic and its social facets. This can be accomplished, in part, through proper placement of:
a. Faculty offices, which should satisfy, in turn,
especially three different uses:
(1) A student counseling center
(2) A research station for those in the humanities ·
(3) A personal bookkeeping center
b. Faculty lounges
c. Faculty "coffee shop"
d. Faculty meeting-or seminar-room.
4. Integration of administration and teaching situations
by placing administrative teaching stations in proximate position.
5. Faculty-student-classroom orientation rather than
faculty-student-social orientation.
6. Prominence of the library in our educational scheme,
not a subordinate position, as at many colleges.
7. Economy of construction and of operation, especially in view of harsh weather demands of our
Michigan climate.
8. Easy traffic control and consideration of our residential environment. This has to do with ingress and
egress of automobile traffic, parking, intra-campus
drives, play space, student pedestrian traffic, isolation of student activities from neighborhood concern
and curiosity.
9. Flexibility of pattern in order to accomodate, at
much later dates, services or programs now not even
planned.
10. The social life (education) of the student, which we
regard as a very important correlative to his academic development. This should be extra-curricular,
but also, at times, through integration, at the service
of his academic development.

In retrospect it is easy to say that these principles ( or goals, if you will) have been followed (or
met) with varying degrees of success; it is less easy
to say exactly what these degrees are. Depending
on whom one talks to, one can be told that some
of them should never have been goals in the first
place or that some of them seem to have been
totally ignored in spite of their being goals. Though

here will be no agreement on some differences of
,pinion, a few general comments might serve to fill
tp the next column or two of type.
Some biased personal comments about our new
ampus then.
Even some cynics will admit that the architecure demonstrates the concern of planners with
.esthetic considerations. And, if the academic-relgious orientation is not as strong as it might have
1een, this is not so much because of a slide toward
;social" orientation (which seems to be anathema
or some reason) as to the building of the College
~enter on the site once considered as a possible site
or the chapel. Plans for a chapel seem to have
,een bogged down by the weight of economic
actors and our need of a new swimming pool.
As for the third objective there seems to be
lissatisfaction in some quarters. At least a few
·a culty members say that the New Faculty lacks
vhatever solidarity it once had at Franklin, where
t could gather informally in a wooden-tabled cof·ee room. Rather than bringing faculty members
.o gether the new architecture has faculty members
.pread all over campus, in clusters of cell-like ofices, in which, it seems, they have to sit from nine
mtil five ( or until they go home, whichever comes
:ooner) in case they get a phone call. I have even
1eard of faculty members hanging around after a
~olleague's wedding because of the novelty of seeng professors from other departments.
"Faculty-student-classroom orientation rather
;han faculty-student-social orientation" is accu:ately reflected in the college's design and opera;ion. Some people see this orientation as inade1uate if students and faculty are to be members of
1 Christian community centered around common
Jarticipation in college activities and life. True, this
'community" is a more important goal to some
~han to others. But the success of alternative, off:::ampus communities of Calvin students and/or
Jrofessors is in spite of rather than encouraged by
G
he on-campus pattern of minimizing faculty:;tudent social interaction. (It seems odd that prin:::iple five seems to exclude the possibility of an
Jrientation which balances the academic and social
:::omponents of student-faculty interaction at the
mme time as principle ten claims that the college
has both the responsibility and an honest concern
for students' social life-which one might hope
refers to more than dating habits and strict control
of on-campus movies and concerts.)
As for number six, the library has been successfully located in a prominent position on our campus, where it can be seen from almost every other
building.
Numbers seven through nine, perhaps because
they are more concrete than the other numbers,
have had great influence on the implementation of
the Knollcrest Plan. A contrast to the way things
seem to have been at Franklin is evident in the
emphasis on "isolation of student activities from

neighborhood concern and curiosity." This isolation is probably necessary, unfortunately, in view
of our suburban setting. A more desirable situation
is that of Aquinas College, in the Eastown section
of Grand Rapids. Aquinas students have ready access to off-campus neighborhood facilities such as
stores, restaurants and bars.
The tenth principle is the first and only principle
which addresses itself primarily to affairs peculiar
to the _s tudent. This principle-subordinate, apparently, to things such as traffic patterns and play
space-expresses concern for the students' social
life. Yet, after all the college's resources that are
devoted to academics, business, and maintenance
are subtracted, the ones left over-the ones that are
presumably available to enhance the social atmosphere-are, except for an occasional canoe trip,
used mostly to regulate campus life. Rules about
dorm life give many dorm residents the impression
that the administration has (some of) the attributes
of a totalitarian state. The dorm system has been
criticized repeatedly for setting up an environment
which reinforces adolescent behavior and retards as
much as aids social development. Perhaps the most
realistic thing to do would be to admit that the
college's concern with social development is misplaced, to admit that the college has neither the
facilities nor the responsibility to provide for such
development, and to assume that the eighteenyear-old freshmen who arrive at Calvin are adults
who must face the responsibility of taking care of
themselves. Perhaps. It is nice to have the luxury of
being able to say "perhaps."
PD
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correspondence

Pau Zwier, Jr.
At the political rally held by the Republican party
in October, the methods used to get Paul Goebel
Jr. to be recognized as the obvious victor in the
coming congressional race were boastful and insulting. Cheerleaders, balloons, confetti, and posters
praised the name of Goebel. Speeches were given
slamming the inadequacy of Richard Vanderveen.
A middle-aged man in a black and white paisley
suit and white turtleneck whooped it up in the
name of Jerry Ford and the people's "gift" of
Goebel, and the district cheered back to him.
This (I am told) is the typical political rally. This
is American politics in action. Possible Christian
attempts to enter this political atmosphere of
proud and self-proclaimed men seem incompatible
with the Christian's life-style. Christ's claim on a
Christian's life are radical and far-reaching in their
very nature. Christ demands probably the toughest
type of life-style. He demands meek, humble,
loving, and forgiving people as witnesses to his
salvation.
The attitudes of people today seem to necessitate that in order for a politician to be elected he
must drive people from their apathy by calling attention to himself and by blasting his opponents. Politics seem to smell of the deals and secretive arrangements of ambitious men. Politicians use public
displays to call attention to themselves by walking
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in late to. public affairs, waving their arms, anc
dragging their "shy" and embarrassed wives behinc
them. There must be a different option available tc
the Christian in order to become elected withou1
going through these ridiculous and horn-blowin~
techniques to draw attention to himself.
It is not the case that a gifted Christian should
have to take a back seat to a less qualified man in
seeking office, though the direction of his boasting
should have a different tone and motivation to it.
St. Paul spoke many times in a proud and arrogant
tone calling people's attention to himself because
of the example of the life that he was leading. This
places quite a responsibility on the Christian
seeking office. He also is up before the public's
eyes as a person immitating the life of Christ. When
he calls attention to himself he calls attention to
what he believes and how he lives what he believes.
A Christian, therefore, seeking office today must
realize the type of world that he is entering. He
must be careful whose horn he is blowing when he
enters the political realm. The attention he receives
must stem from the life he leads. He must try to
draw attention to himself by his deeds much more
than his words.
But the issue involved is still the idea of being
caught between the radical self-denial of Christ's
call and the strong drive to want to serve society
because of the troubles in society and the belief
that God's Word has much to say as to how men
should live. There is also a question about whether
people who are not Christians can accept or
understand the goals and standards of the Christian
politician even if he is elected. It seems to me,
then, that a Christian must at least try to live the
special life of a servant in the world of politics. The
responsibility inherent in constantly seeking God's
will must be a continuing concern.
Political institutions in themselves, then, are not
an antithesis to Christ's unfolding plans. The
antithesis is brought about by the people operating
within politics. As a member of the body of Christ
a Christian may see his entrance into politics and
the seeking of political office as a means to
confront and attack this antithesis as it operates in
the world. His choices are based on the values of
the body of Christ, and not on values intrinsic in
"politics" that legislate action in opposition to
Christ.

Crying in the Wilderness:
The Berrigan Brothers in the 1970's
Bart Kreps

When religion rides with the culture up.f. front, .in its
runaway course, or more, aids and abets,that course with
its smirking come-on-what kinship can such conduct
claim, by what right, with the glory and ignominy of the
Savior?
-Daniel Berrigan
·
Jesus Christ

Try as it might, the Church cannot entirely kill the

Gospel, or its Christ. It will always possess an inner
dynamic rebelling against wedding with the powers of
this worid.
-Philip Berrigan
Prison Journals of
a Priest Revolutionary ·

................................,,. ... ~.•~------····· ................................................ ......,.., ..... ,..•-~"~

The American Way of Death-that is the theme
that dominates the prose and poetry of the
Berrigan brothers, Daniel and Philip. The Berrigans
believe that the American military machine is a
ruthless juggernaut bent on wanton destruction of
human life and its environment. They are convinced
that the power elite in America are exploiting the
poor and helpless, both in the United States and
abroad. They believe that our slavish devotion
to a luxurious life-style compels our militaryindustrial complex to commit more and more
atrocities abroad, in order that we may become
richer at home. And they maintain that our
worship of material goods gives our lives a sense of purposelessness and emptiness. We are, therefore,
dealing ourselves spiritual and psychological death.
The Berrigans have devoted most of their adult
lives to struggling against this death-game, believing
that the gospel of Jesus Christ demands a radical
opposition to the general course of American
civilization. In their opinion, to live in Christ and
be possessed by the truth entails both a prophetic
denunciation of the American death-style and a
witness to a new life-style in Christ.

Their criticism of American military actions is,
of course, the most publicized aspect of their
struggle, since both men have served prison terms
for destroying draft files. But when Richard Nixon
pulled our troops out of Vietnam, and the press
ceased reporting, for the most part, on the IndoChina war, the Berrigans lost the clear focus for
their protests that the involvement in Vietnam had
provided. However, they insist that America as a
nation is not any less warlike now than it was when
we had 500,000 men in Vietnam; we have only
learned how to keep our murder-machine a secret
from ourselves.
Daniel Berrigan speaks with outrage of "our
cozy relationships with repressive dictatorships,"
especially the Franco regime in Spain, and, until
last year, the military junta in Greece. His arguments about United States duplicity in international immorality whenever economic gain is
possible are given powerful support by the spectre
of US funding of the "de-stabilization" of the
democratically elected Marxist government of
Chile, and subsequent support for a totalitarian
military dictatorship more friendly to American
business interests, all in the name of a spurious
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democracy. Of course, Philip and Daniel Berrigan
aren't alone in their protests over the Chilean
caper: many US politicians, with the notable
exception of Grand Rapids' own Gerald Ford, are
willing to admit that the US acted wrongly.
Philip Berrigan, in an October, 1974 address at

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger as "a war
criminal of the first rank," but added that "our
system needs a Kissinger. . . . He is the perfect
Secretary of State for the system we have."
The Berrigans' opposition to the American Way
of Death is by no means limited to criticism of

Fountain Street Church in Grand Rapids, characterized Americans as "the most warlike people in
the history of the world." He supported this claim
by citing the fact that the United States has spent
1.3 trillion dollars on warmaking since 1947,
emphasizing that we have been involved in a war,
declared or otherwise, an average of once per year
since 1776.
He reasoned that the ravenous appetite of the
American consumer for more and more material
goods necessitates both the economic exploitation
of the Third World countries and increased trade
from the sale of armaments. Thus, if Americans
have war-makers for leaders, it is because we need
such leaders to help us maintain our present
comfortable standard of living. He referred to

overt military activity, however. Daniel Berrigan
has written a substantial amount on the state of
university education in America. He has written
several poems based on his experience·s with
student radicals at Cornell University, probably the
most famous of which is entitled "Crisis: Poison in
the Ivy." The themes that run through most of
these poems are the emptiness, the purposelessness
of most university education; the materialistic
orientation which he sees so firmly entrenched in
our universities; and the complicity of the universities with the American war-machine through
ROTC programs and military research.
The church is another institution that draws
heavy criticism from the Berrigans, who contend,
in essence that the church has compromised itself,
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ispecially in our society, by losing sight of its
)rophetic duty to speak out against avarice, vioence, and hate. Philip Berrigan, in an interview in
}rand Rapids last fall commented that "in all its
1istory, the Church has never taken seriously
:hrist 's words about killing and war." He ac:ounted for this by saying that "the Church has
)pted for a privileged role in any society it has
)een in. That's the sum of its failure." He added
hat this phenomenon is especially acute today,
md concluded that "It is one of those times in
1istory when Christianity deserves nothing better
han a serious decline. It has rejected its own roots,
;he gospel of Christ.''
Almost · everything the Berrigans have to say
tbout America is negative, and their writings
:ontain some of the most caustic and biting prose
md poetry to appear since the Bible was written.
'let, in spite of their dark picture of America, the
3errigans · are not · without hope; The quotation
!rom Philip Berrigan at the beginning of this article
:eveals a conviction that there will always be
!aithful Christians. Daniel closes a poem entitled
'Miracles" with these lines:
Still, some redress and healing.
The hand of an old woman
turns gospel page;
it flares up gently, the sudden tears of Christ.

)aniel also emphasized in his East Lansing appearmce last November that the death-game America is
)laying is, if one can forgive the pun, a dead end; it
:annot last forever. For this reason he spent over
1alf of his time at Michigan State University
liscussing alternate life-styles, in contrast to the
leath-styles prevalent in contemporary American
:ociety.
Both Berrigans stress the need for community
iving in any Christian life-style. They see the lack
)f a strong fraternal bond among war resisters as
;he principal factor in the withering of the peace
novement in the late sixties. They are now
!oncentrating on organizing a strong community of
Jeople willing to abandon the American Way, and
iave banded together with nine other people to
:orm the Jonah House in Baltimore, Maryland, in
tddition to spending at least ten hours per week in
neeting with groups working on alternative life;tyles. Philip expressed the hope that sustained

association with the same people will produce a
more cohesive, more durable resistance to war and
exploitation.
A commitment to almost total self-sacrifice is
also evidence in the words and deeds of the
Berrigans. They lead a life of voluntary poverty,
buying only second-hand clothes and scrounging
some of their food from garbage heaps. (Philip
commented that finding good food in garbage piles
is not difficult in America.) They have also shown
a willingness to endure imprisonment for doing
what, in their opinion, would have been required
of any honest, moral person.
Much of what the Berrigan brothers say must be
seen as a challenge to us at Calvin College. Whether
we like it or not, we have been, for the most part,
active participants in the so-called American Way
of Death. If the Berrigans are to be seen as
anything but raving lunatics, we must understand
their words as a call to change our own lives.
We at Calvin College are wealthy; we have made
it in the American marketplace. We have used our
wealth to help us acquire as many, or more,
material goods as our neighbors have acquired.
Perhaps it is pleasing to Jehovah, the just and
merciful God, when his church wallows in luxury,
while many millions of his children are near
starvation. If not, then the Berrigan brothers'
words and actions constitute a valid and biblical
challenge to us who are among the wealthy elite of
the world.
·
Countless examples can be given of how North
American Calvinists have striven for and achieved
success in the American game. But more important
than our active support of the American Way has
been our tacit agreement. When we haven't actually cheered what went on in America, we have
stood by passively and given a benificient nod.
Though there have been some anguished protest's
and protestants coming out of Calvin in recent
years, the prophetic tradition has generally not
been emulated by Calvinist commentators on
America.
For those who think this must change in the
seventies, the Berrigans offer an inspiring example,
and they offer hope with their witness that ''the
Church will always possess an inner dynamic
rebelling against wedding with the powers of this
world."
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igh in the Heart of the City
Thomas Konyndyk
Where is the start of this city
or the key
to origin of th is metropolis
the great belly button of the city in me?
when i am in the streets
i am searching as i am walking
although i am singing a nonsense song
i am searching as i am speaking
in iambics and ramble along
i love this city
i hate th is city
words are cajoled by acts of affection
and they could be actors acts
meanings are gleaned from meanings of meanings
we think we know the facts
i have never kissed th is city
i have never kicked it in the ass
polish children black children and dutch children
are weaned on the bible however obliquely
they know the tongue as a two edged sword
when they get older they kiss like the french
but often when they wield there tongues
they have a blood lust in mind
II
the first dream i remember having
in this city wasn't of this city
an old codger with mystic grace
lead me to the top of a pyramid
I and showed me a city with towers
glinting whiter than his hair in the sun
and shadows blacker and deeper than his eyes
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Ill
if you were to pick up a guide book
it might tel I you that the center of town
is the vandenberg plaza
named after a senator made famous
to the people of this town
by moving to washington
who became famous in washington
by advocating that the great god
he thought was america
move out into the world
these are his stones
here is no center
here is no god
IV

the eyes of the sun shine
upon the sinuous river
they are a woman's eyes
asking why
V
i saw an ancient lady
meandering through the plaza
she was water lost in a flood
i thought the parking lot caverns below
were her cave and she was their oracle
then i remembered calling nonsense to friends
through the storm drains
that empty into those parking lot caverns below
i looked at the drains
the woman was gone
mysteries are lost in mud puddles
there must be a key somewhere to this city

VI
i went with friends to a restaurant

atop a high building
ate a fine Iunch
~teak soup brandy alexanders after
we chatted on an observation deck
making telling observations
the city sang honk honk
the cars were geese honking
we don't care
VII
high inside the heart of the city
where the traffic arteries stop
on the ninth floor
the maternity floor of a hospital
an infant is pulled out of his first city
through the old comforting juices
the blood and the flesh held upside
down and slapped
he doesn't see the city the
city waits to see him
VIII
i have dreams of flying
mos ti y Iittle shuttle flights
wowing the neighbors
then i am blinded and hidden
by the smoke of their barbecues

IX
but now i see the child
he looks like fried chicken
or a pig on a spit
something is happening
as he throbs in his incubator

X
they've sent me in here to change the drapes
i'm suited up like a surgeon
sterile mask plastic gloves and paper smock
i think incubator
i think baby
i think baby chicks
and town full of chickens
chickens don't fly
and i think barbecued chicken
and i am crazy in my day dream
sprouting wings
a crazy angel of life or death
i'II smash his glass house
with my holy sword
before this child outgrows his incubator
sucks it into his head
and walks around town
with incubated brains
Ii ke the rest of us
XI
i look again
a child is pulsing alone and unknowning
and i say with these words
i might show you a different city
in your dreams
you can dream forever
i hang the drapes
and wish him good day and good night
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San Francisco Beat Poets
Mark VanPutten
The days of cheap port wine, all-night mystical
conversations are over. They went with Kerouac.
The poet-warrior is dead. The brittle paper legacy
is yellowed now, delicate, crumbling in the wind.
The wild weekend of beat generation togetherness
cross-country jazz, bop journeys have ground to a
halt via Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters. Dean
Moriarty is found frozen to the railroad tracks like
a tongue to the swingset on a frozen morning. Like
Dutch fingers in the dike, Kerouac's half-dollar
couldn't hold forever in the face of the abdominal
sea. The Howl went unanswered and the Pocket
Poets have been shelved.
The renaissance in poetry that swept the nation
in the late 1950's and early 1960's was indeed an
ecstatic experience. Emanating from the gateway
to the Pacific and the hills of North Carolina, it
shook the literary establishment in a burst of
creativity, only to burn itself out, leaving ruined
lives and the memory of excitement and creativity
unmatched by any other period in the history of
American poetry. Now, nearly twenty years after
the publication of Howl by Allen Ginsberg, six
years after the deaths of Jack Kerouac and Neil
Cassady, perhaps enough time has passed to take a
retrospective look at those exciting years, to
discern the roots of the movement, discover its
legacy, and develop a perspective on the state of
poetry today.
It is also an appropriate time for students at
Calvin College to consider this movement. The San
Francisco movement has been represented by
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, poet, publisher, bookstore
owner, and benefactor of the struggling Frisco
poets. Robert Creeley, a product of the Black
Mountain School of poetry will also appear on
campus this semester.
It is difficult to trace exactly the confines and
development of the San Francisco renaissance of
· poetry. Its character has often been obscured by
literary critics who label any avant-garde poet of
this era as a "San Francisco poet." This has been a
constant source of irritation to the actual members
of this movement as the critics include Kerouac,
Gregory Corso, and others who never spent more
than brief periods of time in San Francisco.
The roots of the San Francisco poetry rebellion
lie both in the nature of the New York literary
scene at that time and in the peculiar character of
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the city of San Francisco. After World War II, as a
result of a new emphasis on higher education, the
university population in America swelled with
returning G.I. 's. The explosion in college enrollment was particularly apparent in the humanities
departments. As a result, most of America's poets
of any stature were recruited by the universities,
and they often fell into the "publish or perish"
syndrome. Meanwhile, the publishing of .poetry
was at this time controlled by a small elite in New
York who in effect had a corner on the market.
The end result was that most of the poetry
published was very formal, classically oriented,
impersonal, and esoteric. This literary establishment favored poets such as John Crowe Ransom,
Mark Van Doren, and Allen Tate, and turned a
deaf ear to the rising avant-garde.
It was in revolt against this literary establishment that the seeds of a new poetry began
sprouting in New York's East Village, at Black
Mountain College in North Carolina, and, most
importantly, in San Francisco.
The major impetus for this poetic rebellion came
appropriately out of San Francisco. It is a unique
city in several ways, serving as fertile ground for
radical ideas, not only in poetry, but also in
politics and society. California in the late 1930's
was the scene of some of the fiercest struggles in
the development of labor unions largely because
the movement there was founded on a wider base
than in other parts of the country. The movement
was more open to divergent points of view, and its
membership encompassed the entire political spectrum. The labor movement in California enjoyed
wide support among the young and, as time passed,
became increasingly leftist-anarchist oriented. In
the forefront of all the battles were young writers,
actors, and musicians who regularly gave benefit
readings and performances to support the cause.
Kenneth Rexroth, the grand old man of San
Francisco poetry, was an effective leader of the
young activists and was instrumental in the birth of
several underground presses and the co-operative
radio station KPF A.
Rexroth explains the receptiveness of San Francisco to radical movements in terms of its escape
from the Puritan ethos which has influenced the
rest of the nation to such a great extent. "San

~rancisco is the only major. city in America, except
'.'Jew Orleans, not colonized by the overland spread
)f the Puritan Ethos." 1 Furthermore, following
;he depression, San Francisco was the highest wage
~egion for blue collar workers, remaining at the
mme time fairly low on the scale. for white collar
workers. The combination of the radical tendencies
md the large working class population accounts for
Ghe · anarchistic nature of the labor movement in
this area and the orientation of the writers who
took part in it.
This anarchistic tradition was heavily tinged
with pacifism due, in a large part, to the presence
Jf work camps for conscientious objectors on the
West _Coast during World War II. Many of these
fotainees visited. San Fransisco on leave, and often
,ettled there after the war. Robert Duncan, Philip
Lamantia, and William Everson (known as Brother
Antoninus) were all introduced to San Francisco in
this manner.
Moreover, after the war San Francisco served as
a Mecca for disaffected writers who were unable to
break into the tight circle of accepted poets on the
East Coast and were therefore unpublished and
unknown. Perhaps the most famous product of this
migration was Allen Ginsberg, who did not really
come into his own until he had lived a time in San
Francisco. In both distance and spirit, San Francisco was as far away as possible from the literary
marketplace of New York, free from all the
concomitant commercial pressure. Cut off from
the sources of mass publication, the emphasis in
San Francisco shifted to public poetry readings and
small presses. The enthusiasm of the poetry written
in this ·context, its breathless spirit of feeling and
enthusiasm, can be attributed to a simple fact: it
was written for public reading and not for printed
dissemination. The poetry reading became a
weekly occurrence in San Francisco, drawing large
crowds . who shared with the poets in the excitement of creation. The culrriination of this practice
( and at the same time the beginning of the end of
the entire movement) was the Famous Six Gallery
reading in 1955 featuring Allen Ginsberg, · Michael
McClure·, Philip Lamantia, Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
Kenneth Rexroth, Gary Snyder and Philip Whalen,
and immortalized by Kerouac in The Dharma
Bums. U was here that Ginsberg first read Howl in
·public which touched off h,is rapid rise to fame .
. The present tradition of public poetry reading in
America owes its existence ·to the spirit of the San
·Fransisco movement of the . 1950's which pioneered· the idea of brirtgirig ·poetry to the people in .
a direct participatory experience. ·
The development of the small pre·sses in San ·
Francisco is best exampled by Lawrence Ferlinghetti and City Lights Publishing. Ferlinghetti was
(and is) the owner of City Lights Bookstore-the
first paperback · bookstore- in existence, and a
hangout for local poets. In the summer of 1955 he
began City Lights Publishing with his "Pocket
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Poets Series," devoted to publishing the "new"
poetry in small inexpensive editions. Ferling~etti
and City Lights Publishing came into the nat10nal
spotlight in 1957 when police raided his bookstore
to confiscate the Pocket Poets #4 which was Howl
by Allen Ginsberg. By the time the ensuing
obscenity trial ended, Ferlinghetti, Allen Ginsberg,
and City Lights were known nationwide. This
publicity was just what City Lights Publishing
needed, and from then on it was an important
influence on the American literary scene.
In addition to his own success as a poet,
Ferlinghetti served as a patron and father figure for
many of the struggling writers as Ann Charters
testifies in her biography ·of Kerouac:
Ferlinghetti and Ginsberg, together, were the leading
poets of this new literary underground. Ferlinghetti
shared Allen 's sense that they and the small number of
writers like them formed a special and tightly-knit
group, almost like a family. The Howl trial in 1957 had
first given them their sense of publicly standing together
against a common enemy, but afterwards Ferlinghetti
had stayed in close touch, as much a friend and fellow
poet as a publisher ... paying royalties on time and
always being there at the bookstore address when the
poets needed him . 2

Perhaps the most important characteristic of San
Francisco in terms of the poetry renaissance was its
openness to an Asian influence. A large part of the
population of San Francisco is oriental, and the
writers there in the 1950's were profoundly influenced by Eastern thought and religion. Their
interest was much more than a mere superficial
curiosity; many of them knew oriental languages
and spent a great deal of time translating Japanese
and Chinese poetry (most notably, Kenneth Rexroth, Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Gary Snyder).
Virtually all af the poets associated with the San
Francisco poetry renaissance (with the exception
of Brother Antoninus) were deeply involved in
Buddhism. This interest covered the entire spectrum of Buddhist thought and philosophy, from
Kerouac's loosely practised Mahayana Buddhism to
Gary Snyder's extreme devotion to Zen Buddhism.
From a historical perspective, the most important aspect of the San Francisco renaissance in
poetry is the fact that the movement was so much
more than merely a poetic rebellion. Rather, the
poetry of this group was the vehicle by which the~
expressed their deep disaffection with the American government, economy, and society. The poets
of San Fransisco in the 1950's were politicized to
an extreme degree; in their viewpoint the poet is a
revolutionary by definition.
The Poet is a revolutionary because he is constantly
subverting corrupt institutional languages with his art.
He can make the life-denying rhetoric of power politics
void by singing one coherent, true song·. The words
connect in a man so that he stops and thinks.
'Oh, I never thought of it that way. I never saw it
quite like that. Yes, now I see.'
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A poem can snap the lights on. That's how revolution
begins. 3

Poetry is a call to a "new consciousness "-a
consciousness of concern for one's fellow man-and
a call to action. It is a call which is distorted in its
relation to us by the intervening years of the "new
consciousness" of drugs. The poems of Rexroth
and Ferlinghetti are eminently political in content;
Gary Snyder wrote poems of environmental concern fifteen years prior to the ecology fad, and
what more plaintive cry for reoganization of
American society could be made than Howl by
Allen Ginsberg?
Why then did this renaissance miscarry? For one
thing, it is in the very nature of such creative
outbursts that they burn too intensely to last for
any length of time. However, in the opinion of
Kenneth Rexroth, it was the very fact of its
popularity in the early sixties that dealt the death
blow to the San Francisco group as a co-operative,
organized movement. It began with the Six Gallery
reading of Howl, it was brought to the public eye
by the obscenity trial, and it culminated in Jack
Kerouac's On The Road finding its way to the
bestseller list. The ensuing popularity of the "Beat
Generation," as it was labeled, made San Francisco
the haven of the hippies, and the poets there
became couter culture heroes. It is Rexroth 's
opinion that an oppressive government can work
most effectively by assimilation and by buying out
opposition movements. It is, therefore, on the
popular acceptance of the San Fransisco poets that
he hangs the death of the movement. He states,
"The whole problem is to find works of art which
remain permanently unassimilable and permanently corruptive."
Despite one's views on the content of the
protest voiced by the poets focused around San
Fransisco in the 1950's, they must be admired for
the concern they evidenced for their fellow man.
Their's was not the poetry of the intellectual, but
rather was the cry of a stricken conscience, and
was motivated by a desire to cleanse America of
the ills they perceived.

Footnotes
1. Rexroth, Kenneth, American Poetry
in the Twentieth Century, p. 11.
2. Charters, Anne, Kerouac, p. 310311.
3. San Francisco Poets, ed. David
Meltzer, p. 4.
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Purpaleanie
One

Three

Eighteen and an uncle, I knew
how you had treated me by how
you were treating the grandchildren.

Jackie's questions were all
typical: "Why are Daddyandmommy in
Polyapolis?" "Why do potato bugs have
yellow stripe?" "Why is your canary yellow?"
"Why does the baby calf jerk the
milkpail?" "Why do Frank and Snoodles
roll over and over?" "Why is Auntie old?"

Mother sang the ordinary
lullabies like "Hushaby
Baby" to Jacquelyn at one
but you sang your very own
to the tune of "Precious
Jewels," adding a beat
here and there, not to make the words
fit, but to make the word fit:
"Purpaleanie, purpaleanie,
purpaleanie, purpaleanie."
When Jackie cried for the bottle
that was being warmed
you sang words:
"You will get your
purpaleanie."

Jackie's questions were all
answered as mine must have been
with genuine conviction yet in one word:
"Purpaleanie."
Four

Spontaneous yet rehearsed
the way you had sung
to Klaas and me.

My earliest memory
is of walking with you
in the pasture to pump water
for the cows. I stopped
to examine a tan,
brown, and bright
orange mushroom
on a log.

Two

You said,
"That's purpaleanie !"

At two
Klaas tells me
I hemorrhaged from behind
during corn-cultivating time.
Medicine from doctor was supposed to help
by evening, so you went cultivating, though with an understanding
that if someone waved with two towels rather than the customary one
(the common come-home signal-nobody carries a clock to the field)
it would be an emergency.
Klaas,
then eleven,
remembers being sent out
to wave with the two towels
and how you came home, unharnessed the horses,
got new medicine from town that worked better,
and then sang me to sleep, all before milking.
He does not remember what you sang.
But I know.
Once Jackie had colic
when ·mother and you were baby-sitting
and I home from college at eighteen.
You sang her to sleep
to the tune of "Jewels":
"God will give you purpaleanie.
God will give you purpaleanie."

I knew by how
you said it that I had found
something special, but I was not
to touch or taste it. Not
now. Sometime
another mushroom
maybe.
The sometime maybe
in your purpaleanie
was to break many
a fall.
Five

I had only seen pictures of airplanes,
but one -that must have been lost flew over
our pasture when you and I were herding the cows
toward the barn. They ran away frightened.
I was frightened too, riot that it would hmt _us,
but that we would not live up to the event.
"May I call, to it, Pa?"
"Go ahead."
So I called as loud as I could:·
"Purpaleanie!"
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Sietze Buning
Having thus proclaimed the sum of wisdoma fitting response to any visitor
from heavenI was not frightened anymore.

Six
"God hears me when I pray.
The pilot heard r:ne when I called.
It made the pilot happy like it makes God happy.
I helped the lost pilot find his way.
Purpaleanie is like heaven."
Thank you, Dad, for never contradicting me.

Seven
Still not sure
what purpaleanie was, I knew
it moved.

Nine
We buying horses
at the sale barn
and passing behind the long rows
of horses' asses
and you with a comment
on each horse.
"Too heavy for work."
"Jittery, he jerked as we passed."
"Slow. Her head hangs too much."
"Too light. Can't pull."
And then "This one, of course,
will have a colt soon."
But Dad,
that's a gelding.
· "Well, aint that rotten?
Poor colt has no way
to get out."

To the bedroorri
with my mother
when she was dressing.

Ten
It also moved

to any public bathroom
that said Ladies.

You thinning out your herd
regretfully.

And once when you said you liked
the lacy blouse my teacher wore,
didn't it move there too?

You, the customer
and I
walking behind the cows
and you
with a comment on each cow.

Eight
The geldings had to wait unti.l June
but early in May
·
before any flies
II
we put a flynet
on Babe the mare. ·
Three hundred dangling
. leather strings made Babe look
like what I now know
is a ballerina?

What did she -look like to you .
who had, nevEir.seen
a ballerina?

. "This cow is the first in the barn,
for milking. Bossy." "This one has a bad
left hind quarter, but gets big calves."
"This one gives sixteen quarts of milk twice
a day." "This one gives milk yellow with butterfat."
And then to your pet,
the blue roah,
the one you and I
pulled the calf from with ropes
when she couldn't manage alone.
"This cow is the best in the barn.
She doesn't give so much,
but she gives all she can."

I only know .
you called
my mother's
nightie
a flynet.
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Eleven
The blue roan
in heat, you ill.
"Sietze, lead the blue roan
to vanden Bergs."
They and we traded
the use of their bull
for the use of our endgate
seeder.
I got our blue roan
closeted with the vanden Berg bull
and sat outside the vanden Berg barn,
eaten with curiosity but ashamed to disturb
the blue roan's privacy.
Mrs. vanden Berg came to the barn
to wash the cream separator.
I volunteered to hose down
the milk house.
Through the milk house door,
through the long cow barn,
the blue roan and the black
angus bull visible.

But you were a model of efficiency
for once. Not only in the barn
but in the house. Doing a daily wash
with Aunty. Shoveling a daily road
for the doctor and minister. Getting medicine
and food from town daily. Cooking daily.
Writing a daily letter to Klaas in service.
Daily reading aloud to Mother in a firm voice:
"Let not your heart be troubled" and "Birds have nests
and foxes have holes, but the Son of Man
has nowhere to lay his head."
But one day,
already dark,
on my way to the house after milking,
I heard you cry out to Neal the neighbor :
"I can't live without her."
You were sitting in Neal's car
parked midway between house and barn
and cried again , "I can't live without her."
It was your house and your barn,
but once Neal's car drove away,
0 son of man,
you had no place to lay your headnot until miraculously Mother took a turn for the better.

I promised myself
not to peek.
I concentrated
on hosing.
But Mrs. vanden Berg, the separator cleaned,
stood in the doorway. I could not see her face.
I could see her reach for her apron absent-mindedly
and wipe the spit running down her chin.
Then I broke my promise.
I stood behind Mrs. vanden Berg
peeking past her so she would not see
me looking. I watched all of it, again and again
until Mrs. vanden Berg, bluff and hearty, said, "After all that
she'll be content, don't you think so, Sietze?"
So she knew I had been looking.
I could not bring myself to say more than,
"Yes, goodbye, Mrs. vanden Berg. My dad says thanks
for the use of your bull."
I could not look
the blue roan in the face
leading her home.

Twelve
Mother with erysipelas,
in and out of consciousness,
the left half of her face a running scab,
and the winter the worst ever.
When I went to school, I was reminded
that I had fallen behind in biology and in lit
I wanted to cry reading aloud "Whatever fades
but fading pleasure brings." When I was at home
snowbound, I stopped midway milking the blue roan
planning the funeral. I broke the pancake-batter
bowl drying it.
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Thirteen
"That poor boar.
Thirty sows to service.
One of these mornings he won't be able
to get up, and then when he's weak he'll get
erysipelas or enteritis. If a boar can't get up
don't call the vet, I say, call the rendering plant."

"Sietze, when you've milked the blue roan,
don't empty your bucket in the separator.
Go feed the milk with all the cream in it
to the boar. Coax it down him whether he wants it or·not.
Even use the bottle and nipple if you need to."
And I pouring half
of the blue roan's golden milk
into the boar's trough and filling
and refilling a baby bottle with the other half,
poking the nipple through the wall of the boar pen
and withdrawing the nipple abruptly when he got
too rough.
All of it oddly sexless,
a chore.
Nor did it leap into meaning
when you said at table, "Mother,
coax another glass of milk down Sietze."
Not until you-patriarchal in cast-off _Sunday tie
with blue shirt and bib-overallswinked and grinned at me
behind her back
while she served it.
F'ourteen

[twas something about how
Ghe grocery clerk called you
Pierce and not Sam,
not even Pi.er like your younger brother.
And something about how
;he complained about her husband,
md how you said, "He's the best guy for you,"
md about how she answered, "Yes, and I wouldn't give
1 nickel for another like him."
And something about how
Mother snorted
when you reported it at dinner
~hough you didn't notice, or did you
:>ehind your merry chortle?
rhere was something about it
nade me think I never would have been at all
f you had found another place, o son of man,
;o lay your head.
fifteen

t\11 the rest I understood from the start

n came to understand.
\J'ot what happened
1Vhen I was on the single:ow corn cultivator, Frank and Snoodles
10se-basketed to keep them from eating
;hemselves sick on the corn which was knee-high
tlready a week before the Fourth of July,
md you bringing me a sandwich and my afternoon tea:
:o this day, Dad, I do not understand.

What wild hair made Frank lay
his neck on Snoodles? What made Frank's
luddle
suddenly
hang
quite
low?
And what made you scold,
"Quit your horsing there,"
with a well-aimed clod
at Frank's rear?
Why not at the luddle?
Or were you making a Christian
of him, allowing him his free will,
since a clod on the luddle and Frank would draw it up
willy-nilly?
As a matter of fact, Frank drew his luddle up
as promptly into his pouch as if you had hit it
head-on.
Then,
with a resigned shrug that jangled the harnesses
and shook the cultivator; he slowly lifted
his neck off Snoodles.
Would you have thrown the clod
if both had not been geldings,
if Snoodles had been a mare?
Was the clod
your exegesis of Romans 1
translated into horse
in the service of God?
And just what would you have done
if he had kept his neck on Snoodles' neck
and his luddle exposed? Thrown a clod at the luddle
next time? What else could you have done?
How nearly he had the better of you!
Was that why you scolded and threw the clod?
You knew how weak the human grip on horseflesh?
Or were you disappointed
that, while surgery had assured infertility,
it had not completely subdued virility,
nor effected celibacy, the most desirable of all
according to St. Paul?
Was the clod aimed at the horse really intended
for the vet? Or for your own horseflesh?
Or mine?
You knew I had an all-day date on the Fourth.
Or for the complexity of sex?
There is still so much I do not understand.
But you said right there, as though it all was settled:
"Look at him now. As pious
as at a Sunday School picnic. Butter
wouldn't melt in his mouth."
Butter from my dried-beef sandwich
was melting in my mouth,
and I only understood one thing
so I can never for.get it:
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Horseflesh
does not expose
its luddle
while in the harness.

Sixteen
Four-fifty to spend
for my girlfriend's birthday
in return for driving tractor
during harvest.
Should it be a dangling
bracelet or a jewelry
box? Agonizing
decision an hour amaking
in the jewelry store.

It turned out to be
the box: square, ceramic,
yellow, with three-dimensional
purple roses on the lid.
No sooner paid for
than I wished
it was the braclet.
But in the car
-I showed you, Dad,
and knew the box
was just right.
You said only one word as- _
with naughty grin·
you lifted
the flowers ·
and peeked
inside:

Purpaleanie!
Seventeen
Mother worried
that my sex education
was not complete
not knowing you had undertaken it,
Dad,
When I was one.
l worried too,
ready to leave home
·for college.

Mother calling a family council.
She leading off:
"Love is never sin, lust is always sin.
Love is giving, lust is getting.
Love is long-term, hist is short-term.
Love is self-expression, lust is self-gratification."
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And you
suddenly
agitated:
"This uncivilized English language.
Two words for exactly the same thing,
except that one is good and the other bad.
In Dutch lust means like wanting food
when you're hungry. Sure, it's getting,
short-term, and self-gratifying,
but it's not sin
to enjoy food
when you're hungry.
And what's more,
we didn't get married
in cold blood."
Then you fell silent.
When you spoke again
you were calmer.
"When you get married, Sietze,
I hope it's for love,
but I hope it's for lust too."

Eighteen
My line at college
bull-sessions:
"Puritans ruined
lust, just as bad poets ruined
love, just as psychologists ruined
desire, and just as doctors ruined
sex.
Puritans all of them,
they took the play
out of it.
We need a new word,
any word,
an arbitrary word,
a word made up on the spur of the moment,
like, for instance,
purpaleanie."
My comrades
were scornful
seeing only purr,
pal, lean, and purple,
and I was scornful
of their opacity.
Now
more than eighteen years
after the scorn
I see that I wanted them
to pick up at once
a word it had taken you
eighteen years to teach me.

Omphaloskepsis in the
Ed Department:
A Reply
Peter DeBoer
Editor's note: Another refugee from the history
department replies, somewhat obliquely, to
Peter Dykstra's article in the January issue.

,ince Dialogue encourages dialogue, Peter Dykstra
ieserves a reply. And, unless I am insensitive, I
ietect no rancor in his piece. I reply without
·ancor.
Mr. Dykstra deserves a reply if only to make
nore clear to hirri and anyone else who is
nterested what is being . taught in the education
iepartment. I feel that I should reply because I am
1lready on public record stating that we who teach
1t Calvin "are often strangely quiet about how we
)perate behind the doors of our college class·ooms" (cf. "On Teaching Style for Christian
iigher Education," Christian Educators Journal,
\Jovember, 1973, p. 18).
The remarks which follow, then, must be under:tood in a context broader than that of a reply to a
:tudent. The larger context is that of a Christian
:ommunity of scholars, both teachers and stulents, discerning together in a disinterested fashion
:ome theoretical aspects of the disciplines. The
:ontext is one of Christian faith seeking underfanding.
What follows will not focus on the whole range
>f work and study to which the department must,
>f necessity, give its attention. Rather, it focuses
m one discipline...,,:...philosophy of education-and
IVithin that discipline, on methodology. Note, now,
hat I am not talking about methods used in
>edagogy, as one does when he inquires about how
o teach reading at eighth-grade level, or about
,e aching "Bible" to exceptionally bright ninth~ade students who are already "turned off" by
,urida:Y School, catechism -classes, and moralizing
~hristian parents. I am talking about methodology
Lfter the manner in which the CLAE report spoke
>fit, when it urges that "our Christian perspective
lave an impact on our scientific endeavors," on
mr "conceptual schemes, methodologies, and preuppositions" (p. 59). I want to focus on how we
lo philosophy of education, particularly Christian
>hilosophy of education.

Now · (1) doing philosophy of education at a
Christian college and (2) doing Christian philosophy of education are related intellectual activities
which can be distinguished. By (1) I mean at least
teaching-to students who are, for the most part,
Christian-:insights about what others, be they
philosophers or educators, who make philosophic
statements about education are saying regarding
the educational enterprise. By (2) I mean at least
making statements about ·what ought to be the case
in Christian education. ( 1) is largely analytical,
whereas (2) is largely normative. (In this context I
owe the distinction between "analytical" and
"normative" to William K. Frankena, who notes
that philosophy of education is analytical "insofar
as it is concerned merely to analyze, to clarify, or
elucidate, or to criticize and evaluate, our thinking
about education-the concepts or terms we employ, the arguments we use, the assumptions we
make, the slogans we proclaim, the theories we
formulate." It is normative "insofar as it . is
concerned to propose ends or values for education~
to promote principles for it to follow, excellences
for it to foster, or methods, contents, programs,
etc., for it to adopt or employ, in general or
specific situations.") (Cf. Three Historical Philosophies of Education, Scott, Foresman, 1965, p. 8.)
In the education department there are three
persons who engage in both (1) and (2) above. I am
one of them. But since my approach to (2) tends
to fall somewhere between the other two, I shall
try to describe, where appropriate, the differences
between my colleagues.
I judge that when we do (1) we are more alike
than different. There is much commonality in
reading materials, and we are agreed, basically,
about the objectives of our courses, though we
may disagree about how to express them precisely.
More important, all of us would agree, I think, that
ours is an analytical approach to certain outstanding normative philosophers of education (such as
Plato, Maritain, and Dewey), to a number of
philosophers and educators (such as Newman,
Kilpatrick, Paul Goodman, A. S. Neill) who make
normative statements about education, and to a
number of Christian philosophers and educators in
the Reformed tradition (such as W.H. Jellema,
Cornelius Jaarsma, Henry Zylstra, Arnold De
Graaff) who make normative statements about
education. Throughout ( 1) there is not an effort to
get in everything under the sun. Rather, certain
normative philosophers are chosen because they
best exemplify two contrasting traditions in educational thought: the essentialist (perennialist) tradition
and
the experimentalist (progressive)
tradition, and because our own Reformed Christian
spokesmen have, in one form or another, been
influenced by these traditions. Further, there
would be an effort to ·understand each spokesman
"from the inside," i.e., in his own terms, as well as
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a critical evaluation of each spokesman in the light
of a Reformed, biblical perspective in education,
using the best that has been said and thought about
education from within that perspective.
While there are some minor differences among
us when we go about doing (1), larger differences
clearly appear when we engage in (2).

The Beversluis Approach
N.H. Beversluis' method for doing Christian
philosophy of education arises out of what he sees
as some "clear and present needs" (Cf. "FirstOrder Issues in Christian Philosophy of Education," Christian Educators Journal, April, 1971, p.
15). He discerns a crisis in Christian education
which he calls a "crisis of commitment." He hears
people asking, "as never before," two questions:
"Are Christian schools as good as they can be?"
and "What are our Christian schools all about,
anyway?"
Regarding a Christian philosophy of education,
Beversluis notes that one can ask four kinds of
questions: what and why questions, as well as how
and when questions. He calls the what and why
questions "first-order" questions not only because,
for him, they logically precede "second-order"
concerns about method and timing (timing related
now to maturation: to when a pupil is best able to
learn something), but also because the crisis of
confidence and understanding in present day Christian education demands the priority of answers to
questions about what we shall teach, and why we
teach it. Productive answers to how and when
questions will follow, Beversluis argues, if we can
reach consensus on the what and why of education
first.
Consequently his personal effort (cf.Christian
Philosophy of Education, N.U.C.S., 1971) has been
expended at a fairly high level of educational
generalization, insofar as his book deals with
religious vision, major learning goals, and some of
the broader aspects of curriculum. He has not yet
done Christian philosophy of education at as
specific a level as Frankena above suggests it can be
done: in methods, contents, programs for "specific
situations."

The Oppewal Approach
While Beversluis does Christian philosophy of
education because he believes there is a crisis of
confidence in and a lack of understanding of
Christian education, Donald Oppewal perceives a
crisis of relevance. He looks over the Reformed
landscape and sees acres of "hortatory moral
preachments," "theological treatises," and "exploratory documents on general aims and purposes,"
but precious little normative philosophy that connects, for the practicing educator, such statements
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of religious commitment to "specific decisions"
that must be made on "content, methodology, or
general school policy." (Cf. "Needed: An Educational Creed," Christian Educators Journal, April,
1971, p. 11) Beversluis prefers a "platform of
agreement" on first-order issues from theoreticians
and practitioners before we get to specific issues so
that we can get to specific issues. Oppewal, in
contrast, encourages "the practicing career educator" to take a position on "live issues of
educational policy and program" and then support
his choice with adequate theory. He hopes,
thereby, to achieve relevance; he wants Christian
thinking about education to get "to the classroom."
Oppewal contends that the Calvinistic Day
School movement needs "ringing documents which
show concretely the differences" between the
so-called Christian schools and public or other
We who teach at Calvin are often strangely
quiet about how we operate behind the
doors of our college classrooms.

non-public schools (ibid., p. 12). The documents
would constitute, for Oppewal, an educational
creed. Each proposition in the total creed would
arise from a communal endeavor which identifies
"live issues" in the on-going life of Christian school
classrooms (e.g., curriculum, discipline, grading,
etc.), takes a position regarding the issue, rejects
alternatives to the position, and then defends the
position via arguments from personal experience,
psychological and philosophical theory, as well as
theological-biblical evidence.
Crucial to this approach is the notion of
alternatives within Christian education. Oppewal
sees the history of normative thought regarding
Christian education in terms of tension between
the poles of idea, Logos, or intellectualism on the
one hand, and person, Christ, and personalism on
the other. Particular Christian philosophers and
educators are viewed as being drawn more or less
toward the one pole or the other. Having made the
practitioner aware of the history of the tension (cf.
his Alternative Perspectives in Christian Education,
unpublished anthology), Oppewal hopes to prod
his reader to "face and construct his own
answer" to the continuing relevant issues in Christian education.
Here, then, is an explanation of how we in the
Education Department tend to do philosophy of
education at this Christian college, and an analysis
of how two of my colleagues do Christian philosophy of education. Their methods differ. Let the
reader judge whether what is described here represents ''the same Reformed philosophical-theological
tradition as the rest of the college." This refugee
from the history department judges that, whateve1
it is, it is not "ridiculous."

Book Reviews
Massa's
in de cold,
cold ground
:'ime on the Cross, The Economics of
tmerican Negro Slavery, Robert
Villiam Fogel and Stanley L. Engernan. Boston: Little Brown and Com1any, 1974. $4.95, pp. 164.
Villiam Fogel and Stanley Engerman 's
"ime on the Cross, The Economics of
tmerican Negro Slavery, is a work
hat only economic historians would
ead, one would think, because ecoLOmic history is generally not the
nost exciting reading one can do.
Iowever, since its publication ip 1974,
he work has sold over 500,000 copies.
rhat figure is an excellent figure for
.ny book to achieve, but a work in
:conomic history? In addition to being
eviewed in the major historical jour1als, Time on the Cross has been
eviewed in the New York Times Book
leview, Time, and Newsweek. It has
ven made a segment of the Today
how. Thus, it is quite obvious that the
vork is not the average economic
1istory book. Why not? Because it
:}aims to have completely overturned
he standard interpretation of slavery
n America and has asserted one of the
nost phenomenal theses ever. It is this
tew interpretation that has turned the
tistorical world on its ear; hence the
ontroversy.
The authors claim to have found
tew data on the slavery question.
\Jong with the other known dataales figures, plantation records, and
he like-this huge body of data has
,een fed into computers for analysis.
t is the result of this analysis that is
ausing the uproar.
Time on the Cross asserts ten major
orrections of the slave model based
m the results of the authors' research.
~hey are:
1. A slave was not an economically
msound investment; he was a highly
,rofitable business investment.
2. The slave system was not "ecotomically moribund" on the eve of
he Civil War. It was never stronger,
he authors contend.
3. Slave owners were not pessimistic
tbout the future on the eve of the Civil

War. They were looking for a period of
unprecedented prosperity.
4. Slave agriculture was not inefficient: it was thirty-five percent more
efficient than the northern agricultural
system.
5. The typical slave field hand was
not a "Sambo." He was a hardworking and more efficient source of
labor than his free white counterparts.
6. Slave demand in the cities was
increasing more rapidly than the demand in the countryside.
7. The belief that slave-breeding,
sexual exploitation, and promiscuity
destroyed the black family is a myth.
The family was the basic unit of social
organization under slavery. It was to
the economic advantage of planters to
encourage the stability of slave
families and most of them did so.
8. The material conditions of the
lives of slaves compared favorably with
those of free industrial workers.
9. Slaves were exploited in the sense
that part of the income which they
produced was appropriated by the
owners. However, over the course of
his lifetime, the typical slave field
hand received about ninety percent of
the income he produced.
10. Far from stagnating, the economy of the antibellum South was
growing quite rapidly. It is quite apparent what the controversy is, for all
of us have had the Uncle Tom's Cabin
slave image instilled in our minds.
Fogel and Engerman say that one must
necessarily separate the moralistic tone
of the subject from the facts if one is
to look at slavery and the slave system
objectively; thus we must dismiss the
old images from our minds.
It has been asked of the authors
whether or not they are trying to sell
slavery. They have answered "No. And
even if we were, you wouldn't buy it"
(p. 258). Fogel and Engerman have set
out to explode the myths of the past
three hundred and fifty years. The
title, Time on the Cross, refers specifically to the myth that the black was a
lazy, incompetent worker-the Sambo.
That myth was not dispelled with the
conclusion '.' of the slave period in
American history: "they [ the blacks]
were held on the cross not just by the
chains of slavery but also by the spikes
of racism" (263). By exploding the
my:th that the slave was a Sambo, the
authors attempt to destroy the ideological base upon which the present-

day racism rests.
In order to understand the new
assertions one must necessarily explore
the old interpretations of slavery in
America, for it is these interpretations
that have influenced our high school
teachers, our professors, and, in turn,
us. (For this explanation, I am indebted to Professors Wells and Greydanus, who did it so well at the recent
history department colloquium.)
There have been several major interpretations of slavery that have dominated the historical scene and the first
of these was U.B. Philips' American
Negro Slavery (1918). In it Phillips
argued that the white master was a
kind father figure, generally sympathetic and loving towards his group of
lazy, inept, untrustworthy, child-like
slaves. This interpretation persisted as
the major one until Kenneth Stampp
wrote a work entitled The Peculiar
Institution (1956). Rejecting both the
characterizations of the black slaves as
a biologically and culturally inferior,
child-like creature, and the depiction
of the white planter as the paternalistic, loving master coping with a social
problem that was not of his own
making, Stampp asserted that the
slaveholders consciously built the system and that the blacks remained
strong and defiant to the system by
playing the role of the inept creature,
Sambo. Stanley Elkins work, Slavery:
A Problem in American Institutional
and Intellectual Life (1959), also took
issue with Phillips and asserted that
the black slave was a Sambo-like creature not because of some inherent
inferiority, but because of the psychological pressure that slavery placed
upon him. Elkins bases his interpretation on the experience of the Jews in
Nazi concentration camps during
World War II. Since these three major
interpretations were published, a
whole host of works that have been
produced either challenging or supporting these theses. Time on the
Cross is one of the first major works to
destroy all of the old interpretations
and to offer something new.
Because the conclusions of Fogel
and Engerman already have been mentioned, there is no need to elaborate
further · on them here. What should be
pointed out is that the work has come
under intense criticism because of the
difficulties it presents. Specifically,
there are problems for the ordinary
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historians in interpreting the data and
hence the argumentation in this work.
It is actually a two-volume work, one
of which contains the "full and complete text of Time on the Cross" and a
supplementary volume subtitled Evidence & Methods which contains all
source references and a discussion of
computer historiography. It is filled
with mathematical symbols and the
like which the average historian finds
quite perplexing. Coupled with the
fact that the work is not footnoted,
the second volume further clouds the
picture for the conventional historian.
Another problem in the work is that
the researchers only deal with plantations that had slaves numbering fifty
or more. We know that .only twentyfive to thirty percent of all slaves lived
on plantations of this size; thus one
must ask the question, what about the
other seventy-five percent? Fogel and

Engerman claim that slave families
were not, as a rule, broken up. This
might have been so for the large
plantation owner who could afford to
accomodate the natural family growth
of the slaves. But what about the small
slave owner who could not? It could
change the picture somewhat if these
facts were taken into account. Furthermore, the authors claim that the
slaves were not beaten very frequently
on the plantations. Their data comes
from plantation records in one state.
From these records, they deduced that
only a few slaves were beaten a week.
The majority of the slaves did not have
to be beaten, they claim. Herbert
Gutman, in a 175 page critique of Time
on the Cross contests these and other
figures and ·comes up with different
interpretations of Fogel and Engerman's facts. He contends that the
slaves did indeed suffer far more than

Time on the Cross suggests, that the
were beaten more frequently, th1:
their families were broken up in man
more instances, and that slave wome
were sexually abused more times tha
Fogel and Engerman admit. Thus, w
as readers are at an impasse, for thl
dispute has not been resolved.
Nevertheless, Time on the Cross l
an important work in the study a
American slavery in spite ot its faulb
It is important first or all because i
makes us question the interpretation
of the slave system that all of us hav
learned. Secondly, there are points i
the book which are vitally importan
and quite uncontestable which de~
with western migration and the ecc
nomics of southern agriculture in ger
eral. For these reasons alone, the boo
should be read.
-Scott Fering

Barefoot, pregnant, and behind the plow
All We 're Meant To Be, Nancy
Hardesty and Letha Scanzoni. Waco,
Texas: Word Books, 1974. $6.95, pp.
233.
.
Until recently, if you picked up a
book alleged to be a Christian approach to women's liberation you
could expect one of two viewpoints to
be expressed; neither of which adequately reconciles feminist aims with
biblical teachings. One common approach is that which sacrifices feminist
ideals to a literal interpretation of a
few carefully selected proof texts.

Adherents of this school of thought
use the word "liberation" as little
more than an enticement to readers,
because they, in fact, desire only
maintenance of stereotypic sex roles.
Submissiveness and self-effacement are
equated with feminine Christian virtue
and the second-rate status of women is
viewed as divinely ordained. Believing.
that women cannot rightfully seek
liberation from stereotypic roles, disciples of this position claim that loving
God can enable women to liberate
themselves from unhappiness or boredom in these roles. The second preva-

lent approach is less evasive · toward
the real issues, but is not much mor
satisfying in its handling of the biblic1:
material. This stance is assumed b:
those who are certain that God did no
mean for women to be an inferio
being, but who have difficulty ii
reconciling this conviction to the ap
parent teaching of the Bible. Person
who adopt this stance finally fee
compelled to . disregard St. · Paul as .
hopeless case of .chauvinism or misog
yny. Letha Scanzoni and Nancy Har
desty's book, All We 're Meant to Be
suggests a holistic approach tc

romen 's liberation, an approach
rhich neither disguises submissiveness
nd suppression in Christian platiudes, nor labels Paul a woman-hater.
My initial reaction upon hearing
bout Scanzoni and Hardesty's book
ras, "Why couldn't someone have
.one this sooner?" The answer became
pparent as I read. All We 're Meant To
:e is a book that demanded more than
.1st an emotional commitment on the
,art of its authors to the ideals of
rnmen's liberation. It also required
cholarly ability (something which
riany Christian liberation books have
.nfortunately lacked). The concluions drawn by Scanzoni and Hardesty
re based on solid historical, linquistic,
nd anthropological evidence.
·
In the team of Hardesty and Scanoni there is not only a fusion of
ommitment and ability, but the addiional blessing of a comfortable style
vhich is neither abrasive nor timid.
\. ware that the results of their scholarhip will appear blasphemous to perons convinced of God-ordained male
upremacy, they begin their book with
. careful articulation of the principle
,f contextual interpretation of scripure which they employ. They are also
.lert to the revolutionary connotations
vhich the notion of a women's movenent may have in certain Christian
·ircles. They prudently note that,
In speaking of liberation for the
Christian woman, we are not thinking of an organization or movement, but rather a state of mind in
which a woman comes to view
herself as Jesus Christ sees her-as a
person created in God's image
whom he wants to make free to be
whole, to grow, to learn, to utilize
fully the talents and gifts God has
given her as a unique individual. (p.
11).

One of the authors' main objectives
to demonstrate the ways in which
:urrent interpretations and translaions of the Bible encourage discrimi1ation against women. Persons seeking
upport for male domination often
tdopt statements addressed to specific
ituations as universal teachings. Thus,
'Let your women keep silence in the
:hurches: for it is not permitted unto
hem to speak" (I Cor. 14:34), is
1sually taken as a command to keep
vomen out of the pulpit, when it is
dually an address to a certain congre:ation in which the noisy chatter of
ome of the women was disrupting
vorship. Adamant anti-feminists someimes resort to the unethical practice
>f extracting verses or parts of verses
iom their context, to strengthen their

arguments. Scanzoni and Hardesty relate the incident of a housewife
troubled about her proper role who
was advised by her Christian counselor
to follow the model of servitude in I
Cor. 7: 34 which says, "but she that is
married careth for the things of the
world how she may please her husband." What the counselor failed to
mention was that the preceding verse
gives identical advice to husbands. The
feminist cause has been further hampered by some misleading translations.
The term "help meet," for example, is
usually understood to imply that wives
are to be household servants for their
husbands. Scanzoni and Hardesty go
to the He brew to reinterpret this
unfortunate translation. What they
find is that the word "helper" in the
Hebrew has connotations of a superior
helper and not a subordinate one. The
true import of the passage is that
"woman was created in every way the
equal of man, one to whom he could
relate at every level of his being" (p.
26). These are only a few of the many
radical results of their research. So
frequently, in fact, do they discover
modern translations to be sadly misleading, that one at times gets the
annoying feeling that we must all be
the victims of a mass plot on the part
of Bible translators to keep women in
subordinate societal roles.
But All We 're Meant To Be is not
merely a glib dismantling of the supposed proof texts for male dominated
society. It is more than a polished
presentation of counter proof texts.
True, Scanzoni and Hardesty, demonstrate an uncanny ability to reduce
traditional arguments to absurdity and
to anticipate a defensive reader's next
question. But they also reinterpret the
troublesome passages in the light of
their respective contexts. Thus, they
are able to view Ephesians 5:21-25
(usually considered a real stumper for
liberated women) as a model for equalitarian marriage, rather than a divine
mandate for wifely submission.
The message of the Bible, say the
authors, is that men and women alike
are created in God's image, that men
and women alike are sinners, that
Christ's death redeems both men and
women, that people are endowed with
gifts that are not portioned out according to sex, that all are to be
stewards of those gifts, and that all
Christians are called to be imitators of
Christ. And how, they ask, can any
informed Christian argue that to be
Christlike demands one pattern of
behavior for males and another, less
important one for females?

The authors than turn to look at the
practical implications of this biblical
role redefinition. Once women come
to the realization that they are not
inferior creatures, they can begin to
exercise freedom of choice in the
matter of lifestyle. They no longer
have to feel pressured to seek fulfillment in traditional roles. They are free
to decide whether to be single or to
marry, what their marriage style will
be, whether or not they will have
children, and whether or not they will
seek employment outside of the home.
Scanzoni and Hardesty take an
honest look at the various ways of
implementing a liberated lifestyle and
at some of the difficulties that invariably arise. Although they advocate the
exercise of creativity and innovation in
these matters, they allow personal
preferences to surface. Although they
claim that no woman need feel guilty
for being a housewife, their evidence
seems to demonstrate that equalitarian
marriage is the biblical ideal, if not an
imperative. The least effective chapter
in the entire book is that dealing with
the single woman. The unique trials of
the single life are perceptively described and the problem of sexuality is
frankly discussed, but the answers are
somewhat deficient. In a society where
marriage and motherhood are viewed
as proper female goals, a single woman
is seen as a misfit. Therefore, even if
she has come to terms with her single
status and has created a fulfilling
lifestyle for herself, society labels her
deviant. B~cause marriage is presently
considered the norm, the author regards any acceptance of one's singleness as a form of martyrdom. Unfortunately, the single woman cannot begin
to see herself ·as a total person until
society sees her as such. Because society is as yet unable to view singleness
as a desirable option, the author is
unable to develop . neat formulae for
dealing with the special problems of
singleness.
As a whole; the book is invaluable
to Christians who have long felt the
desire to be liberated from confining
roles, as well as to those who are just
becoming aware of the merits of liberation. For the former, the book succeeds in exorcising feelings of guilt
that women's liberation is biblically
unwarranted. For the latter, All We 're
Meant To Be can open up new insights
into the Bible as well as challenge
them to discover and utilize longsmothered gifts.

-Sally Kuiper Bulthuis
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Paris, 1/75
I.
old men
sit on curbs,
lean back on their elbows
like civil war generals
considering the mesh of hills and troops
the chances of success
and silently
weed the penis out
and piss into the gutter.
11.
David sends
2 letters
new paper.
new typewriter ribbon.
new envelopes.
when i rip them open
the pages jump out
and do 20 laps
around the Luxembourg gardens.
when they come back
they are not even panting.

Paris 1/75
4 floors above the street
in a small room
in one of the biggest cities
in the world:

J\ iris 1/ 1~

Christophe listens
to the Monte Carlo rally
on the radio.
Chipper sleeps.
smokes cigarettes.
its dark in here.
out the window
its clear
and light
and even in Paris

111.
i climb stairstake shitsin .the dark.

in the morning,
with the curtains closed,
i search for my socks
for hours.
i haven't turned the light on
in the shower
for months.
Paris, 1/75
the clock strikes 1 0
as i run past the palace.
three sisters sleep
and the sun is out
although it is
the mid
of winter.
the stone queen
with stone braids
stands
as through the revolution
still un
flinching.
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I can see the moon
without my glasses.
An Ancient Dance
to Exorcise Exam Demons
when i come home
and climb the stairs
i Iight a cigarette
on the second landing
in the hallway
i flick ashes
on the floor.
inside the room
my shirts, still a little wet,
hang from curtain rods
in front of both the windows:
i turn the Iight on
and fix them.
sewing first
a pocket,
then a smal I rip
in the bottom of a sleeve,
last, i sew back together
the collar of the heavy wool shirt
Joy made .

Paris, 1/75
I am 22
and in the land of minuets.

In 1800
the average Iife span here
was 30.
I shou Id be homecom bing
out of my wife's hair
briars
in the early morning.
I should have a wifehair twisted with Michigan
snarled
with Iittle twigs.
I should have a daughterstomach warm
and laughing,
legs naked
in air
and dancing holy dances.
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